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a long tradition of serving as patrons of the arts. Often they receive only discreet acknowledgement via logos on signage of exhibits they've sponsored. Some get more credit: Think of “Target Free” days at many museums. For even greater brand 
exposure, companies must tap into Internet sharing, something Instagram is making possible. 

"The Fashion World of Jean Paul Gaultier: From the Sidewalk to the Catwalk," a sponsored special exhibit, is packing in the crowds at the Brooklyn Museum. While four corporate sponsors are listed, Lexus is pumping the most exposure out of the 
event. 

The luxury automaker encourages visitors to share their Instagram shots of the Jean Paul Gaultier exhibit with the hashtags #LexusJPGBKM and #Gaultier. The incentive? Photographers can pick up a printout of their pictures at the Lexus booth on 
the main floor of the museum. Nearby, a Lexus is on display, along with a warning that entering the special event is tantamount to giving Lexus full rights over your image and voice. In that way, the traffic generated by interest in the exhibit is 
directed to generate interest in the Lexus brand. 

 
 

(Source: Ariella Brown) 
While Lexus may be unique in stacking the Instagram venue on top of its museum presence, it’s not alone in trying to capitalize on people’s propensity for sharing images. Instagram has had explosive growth for brand use. And the company hopes 
to bolster revenue. In early October, Instagram announced that it will introduce ads, though it promised not to have them overtake the network: “We’ll focus on delivering a small number of beautiful, high-quality photos and videos from a handful of 
brands that are already great members of the Instagram community,” the company wrote. 

The first Instagram ad, from Michael Kors, went up in early November from Michael Kors. In terms of attention, it was a huge success, showing a 370 percent increase in likes on the social network, with 217,700 garnered within 18 hours. The 
second Instagram ad appeared on the fourth and did not perform as impressively; GE’s shot of a jet engine only drew 59,000 likes. 

 
 

(Source: Ariella Brown) 
The difference in numbers for the two ads reflects the findings of a recent study on the effectiveness of Instagram for brands: 
The automotive, media, and luxury industries are dominating Instagram engagement. Together, these three industries make up only 22% of top brands, but deliver 59% of total brand posts, and receive 83% of total engagement. Automakers like Mercedes Benz and Audi, 
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media brands like MTV, and luxury brands like Tiffany & Co. have extremely visual products and marketing materials that appeal to users and can be leveraged on the network. 

Based on the study’s findings, it makes perfect sense for a luxury auto brand like Lexus to leverage the images of a fashion exhibit it is sponsoring to enhance engagement on Instagram. It would be interesting to check back in March, after the 
exhibit has closed, to see its impact on the car brand over the fall and winter. 
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